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Class act
Meet the 88 finalists in the 2009 edition of the department of education’s annual National Teaching
Awards (NTA). The awards, in its 10th year, aims to promote excellence in teaching performance,
honour dedicated educators, encourage best practices and afford South Africans an opportunity to say
‘thank you’ to teachers. Read more about this year’s event and the winners on pages 3, 6 and 7. Also
go to www.teacher.co.za. Photographs: Andrzej Sawa/department of basic education

Prepare yourself for the Teacher Knowledge Test Today

TEACHER
KNOWLEDGE
TEST

Designed and produced by the University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations (Cambridge ESOL), the Teacher
Knowledge Test (TKT) prepares teachers for TKT.
It is ideal for all teachers, whatever their background and teaching experience, and is also suitable for people
who would like to teach English but do not yet have a teaching position.
Start your preparations today by accessing free resources such as the TKT handbook, sample papers, the TKT
glossary and materials and get online support at www.cambridgeesol.org/exams/teaching-awards/tkt.html
Increase your formal training and professional development by enrolling for the Teacher Knowledge Test (TKT)
at www.britishcouncil.org/africa-za-uk-professional-exams.htm

For more information, email information@britishcouncil.org.za or call 0860 01 22 33

www.britishcouncil.org/africa
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‘What are we paying for?’

theTeacher

Teachers’ council comes under fire for increasing levies, writes Monako Dibetle

T

he South African Council
for Educators (Sace) is
under fire following revelations that is has bought
a R12-million office building in Pretoria and that the chief executive, Rej Brijraj, earns more than R1million a year.
According to the council’s 20082009 annual report, a further possible R48-million must be spent on
renovating the building, set to become
the Sace head office in Visagie Street
in Pretoria.
Sace has decided to ask teachers
to contribute additional levies for
12 months, with the approval of the
education ministry, to provide for
the building and development of
provincial offices.
At present the 574 681 teachers on
the Sace database each contribute R72
a year to the council, which represents
all teachers’ unions. An increase from
R72 to R240 has been mooted, but has
not been approved.
According to law all teachers have to
register with Sace as the profession’s
statutory governing body, which provides professional development and
enforces a code of conduct.
The annual report indicates
that the council’s chief executive, Brijraj, received a 24% salary
increase from R960 437 in 2008 to

Teachers say they get little guidance from the Sace, the professions’
watchdog. Photo: David Harrison
R1.18-million this year.
An experienced school principal
earns about R320 000 a year, while an
experienced department head earns
about R245 000.
Teachers expressed disgust at what
they called the “waste of funds” by
Sace. Some said they did not understand its role in teacher development
and complained that Sace’s service
delivery to teachers is lacking.
A Northern Cape teacher, who
declined to be named, said the only
time teachers see Sace officials is when

VANS000188_School Book Offering 200x260.indd 1

they are being disciplined or fired.
A Free State principal told the
Teacher Sace does not keep in touch
with teachers and new teachers constantly encounter problems when registering for membership.
She said some teachers struggle to
rectify mistakes made by Sace on the
professional certificates they require
to work in the profession.
“We have to travel to Pretoria to fix
them because there are no provincial
offices,” she said.
A Western Cape teacher said: “We

pay fees every month, but don’t really
know what we are paying for.”
Sace spokesperson Themba Ndhlovu
said the purchase of the building is
part of Sace’s efforts to secure “proper”
accommodation.
Ndhlovu said the council is growing and the recent adoption of the
Continuing Professional Teacher
Development system has forced it to
seek larger premises to accommodate teachers attending workshops
and seminars.
Ndhlovu said Brijraj’s new salary
package was based on a job evaluation recommendation. The education department reviewed the package, “but nothing was raised with the
council to indicate any reservation”.
He said a concerted effort was being
made to communicate developments
at Sace to teachers and that the council
is establishing new provincial offices
in KwaZulu-Natal, Eastern Cape and
Mpumalanga.
Brijraj agreed that more advocacy
and outreach are needed to engage
teachers and make the council more
accessible.
“A lot of teachers don’t understand
what the council does. But we are the
guiding force for them and should be
able to reach out to all our members,”
he said.
On his pay rise Brijraj conceded
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that “from the outside it does look as
if people are enriching themselves
with teachers’ money”. But he emphasised that teacher union members on
the Sace council had approved the
increases.
Do you think the South African
Council for Educators are
spending your levy well? SMS
“teacher” followed by your
comment to 37406 (SMS charged
at R2).

11/18/09 2:08:59 PM
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Holidays

Thoughtful
exchanges
Thabo Mohlala spoke to some teachers
about the gifts they received that brought
smiles to their faces

T

his is the time of the year
when people exchange
greetings and gifts.
Whatever their shape
or size, the saying goes
that “it is the thought that counts”
— rather than the gift itself. Teachers can testify to that.
● Nosibele Ncapayi Skenjana,
Amavundle Senior Primary
School, Eastern Cape
Given the current
economic situation of people
here, it is quite
rare to get any
tangible gift
from my learners. But I do get
plenty of hugs and “thank yous”
from almost all my learners. Some
write their messages of appreciation
to me on pieces of paper.
But I feel humbled regardless. The
mere fact that they can even think
of saying something to me means a
lot. I feel my efforts are valued and I
cannot help but smile and even shed
a tear of gratitude. I remember one
learner saying: “I wish my mother
could be like you because when you
are there in front of us in the class-

room you look just like a teacher
and when you are outside you are
also able to mingle with us easily.
● Mmabatho Ngakantsi,
Umso High School, Colesberg,
Northern Cape
I do not remember
receiving many
really big gifts.
But my learners do spoil
me
with
sweets, cards
and plastic
roses during the
year. Once I did get
something “big” — kitchen utensils.
But to me it does not matter what
kind of gift I receive — I value everything that comes from the kids
because I know a gift is given with a
genuine sense of appreciation. What
I like about the whole thing is it that
it reflects the learners’ deep appreciation.
● Melanie van Eeden, Rosenhof
High School and Care Centre,
Bloemfontein, Free State
I must say this is something that
does not happen very often. But one
thing stands out. It was last year, in

September, on
my birthday.
Learners
cleaned
my classroom and
decorated
it with lovely
multicoloured
balloons. To boot,
t h e y
made a crown out of paper and a
card. Imagine my surprise when I
walked in! I was completely taken
aback. This was really unexpected.
I was overwhelmed and it was a gesture that I will always cherish. The
learners really made my day!
● Samukelisiwe Msiza,
Reagile Primary School,
Tembisa, East Gauteng
The most memorable gift I received
from my learners was a beautiful
plate that I have since turned into
an ornament. I felt
reluctant to
use it like any
other piece
of kitchen
crockery in
my house. I
also receive
flowers and

dozens of letters from the young
ones.
Although I have since left the
school (I now work for a district
office), I still get endless calls from
my former learners — not to mention endless hugs that I get every
now and then. Although I have no
doubt the nature of presents was
influenced by the parents, that does
not change the fact that I get goosebumps every time I receive gifts! It
is an experience that brings out all
sorts of emotions in a person.
● Angel Oliphant, William
Pescod High School, Kimberley
in Northern Cape
I get showered
with lots and
lots of gifts
from my
learners. The
gifts range
from letters,
flowers and
cards to some
more functional
stuff, like a pudding bowl set or a
vase. Those who do not have the
means to buy me something simply come to express their gratitude
verbally, or give me hugs. That is

moving stuff indeed. It makes me
feel appreciated and makes me feel
that what we do every day is not a
waste of time.
Thabitha Makola, Glen Cowie
School, Glen Cowie, Limpopo
The biggest
present I ever
received
from my
learners
was a dinner service. I was
amused to
hear that the
decision to buy the gift was made
by the learners en masse because
they wanted to honour dedicated
teachers at our school.
Naturally I was chuffed to be
among those special teachers.
They also wrote essays on how
good I was to them and they even
dedicated a poster to me. Learners
illustrated it, showing their appreciation and thanking me for being
good, always punctual and patient.
Quite frankly, I never thought learners would go to such lengths to display their gratitude for what we do
for them. I felt really special.
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National Teaching Awards

Success through teamwork
Thabo Mohlala

T

eachers from the Free
State dominated in
the National Teaching Awards (NTA) this
year by coming out
tops in four of the eight categories,
including winning outright the
much-coveted lifetime achievement
award.
The fierce competition between the
nine provinces for top positions in the
NTA has become part of the annual
event, which was recently hosted at
Velmore Estate outside Pretoria.
What made the Free State’s
achievement more noticeable was
that two finalists came from the
same school: the Tikwana Comprehensive School in Hoopstad.
Mafihlwase Mangwegape won
the excellence in secondary school
leadership category, while her colleague, Ramorwa Ralengoele, was a
finalist in the category for secondary school teaching.
Last year Wendywood Primary
School in Sandton also had two
finalists in the event. Former
principal Heather Smith won the
lifetime achievement award and
teacher Danneon Krige was a finalist in the category for excellence in
early childhood education (the category was renamed excellence in
Grade R teaching this year).
Although Tikwana Comprehensive
School and Wendywood Primary
have each had two of their teachers
making it to the final round of the
NTA in one year, this has been a rare
achievement in the 10 years that
the awards have been in existence.
Mangwegape, this year’s secondary
school leadership winner who heads
the Tikwana school, attributes the
school’s achievement to teamwork,
which, she says, has become the culture of the school.
“We always try to work as a collective and this has been instilled
in every member of the school. It
permeates the whole school community. When we do things, we do
not go for personal glory, but we try

to see the bigger picture. When we
entered the competition we had a
large number of participants and
we helped one another to ensure
we made a mark. Although some
lost at district and provincial levels,
we are glad some of us reached the
national finals,” she said.
Mangwegape says the fact that the
school operates amid poverty brings
out the best in the teachers. “We go
an extra mile. We all share the view
that education is the only credible
tool through which children from
this area can overcome their current
miseries,” she said.
As the principal, she says she
makes sure she provides support
to her staff all the time. “I strongly
believe support is key in this profession and, when teachers receive it
constantly, they deliver.”
For Ralengoele, participation,
unity, involvement and a close working relationship with the district
officials were the key elements that
accounted for the school’s success.
“We got involved in the preparations
for the awards from the word go.
“This experience built me professionally and I will work closely
with my colleagues to encourage
them to take part as well. Even if we
do not win, I think the experience
will enrich us and benefit both our
school and the learners, if not the
entire province,” said Ralengoele.
As a parting shot Ralengoele
warned the education department
of the Western Cape — a top achieving province. “The victory of our
province (Free State) marks the
beginning of bigger things to come.
We will give the Western Cape a run
for its money in future,” he said.
The other winners from the Free
State are Jeanette O’Neill from
Aurora Primary School in Welkom
(excellence in primary school
teaching); Fulatha Motloung
of Letotolo Primary School in
Qwa-Qwa (excellence in primary
school leadership) and Malefu
Mphatane of Meloding Secondary School in Virginia (lifetime
achievement award).

Stanley Malope, (from left) head of the Free State department of education, Thandeka Mosholi, a deputy chief
education specialist in the department, Jeanette O’ Neill, winner of the excellence in primary school teaching
category, Mzamo Jacobs, a director in the Free State education department, Fulatha Motloung, winner in
the excellence in primary school leadership category, Hannes Steyn from Intel, Mafihlwase Mangwegape,
winner in the excellence in secondary school leadership category, Malefu Mphatane, winner of the lifetime
achievement award, Elna Marais, a chief education specialist and provincial NTA coordinator, Mafu Rakometsi,
chief executive of Umalusi and former head of the Free State education department, and Thandi Mkalali, who
provides administrative support for the NTA in the Free State department. Photos: Andrzej Sawa

Yolandé Heymans (middle) of Hoërskool
Klerksdorp in North West came tops in the
category of excellence in secondary school
teaching. She’s flanked by Basic Education Minister
Angie Motshekga (left) and President Jacob Zuma

Francois Venter
(middle) from
Estralita School
for Special Needs
Education won
the excellence in
inclusive education
and special needs
teaching award.
He’s flanked by
Angie Motshekga
(left) and Jacob
Zuma

Mafihlwase Mangwegape, principal of Tikwana
Comprehensive School in Hoopstad in the Free
State, received a SMART Board solution from SMART
Technologies and its local distributor, VastraTech.
Johann Strauss, VastraTech’s business development
director handed over the prize worth R50 000. This
is the second year that SMART and VastraTech has
awarded the winner in the excellence in secondary
school leadership category with a SMART Board
solution, which includes a SMART board, projector,
installation and training

TEACHERS CROSS TRANSFERS

Teachers P1 – P3
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who need partners for cross transfers,
Mangoloi Transit can assist with
suitable candidates.
Call Griffith 073 645 4090
or
071 133 1429.
Thobile Mthiyane-Lekgoathi
074 404 8476
Telefax: 011 849 3226
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NTA
results
Excellence in Grade R Teaching
Winner: Thembi MahlanguMatlhaela, Khayelihle Pre-Primary
School, Mpumalanga
Second position: Maasha
Rajkumar and Shureka
Rampersad, Brookdale Primary
School, KwaZulu-Natal
Third position: Shirley
Manamela, Rev. MP Malatjie
Primary School, Limpopo
Excellence in Primary School
Teaching
Winner: Jeanette O’ Neill,  
Aurora Primary School, Free State
Second Position: Martha
Machika, Rethabile Primary
School, Mpumalanga
Third Position: Helena van
Aardt, Ronel Swart, Margaret
Bapela and Alta Hitchcock, Lord
Milner Primary School, Limpopo

All finalists received English teaching materials to
the total value of more than R100 000 from the
embassy of the United States. From left are Sandra
Mouton, Francinah Magoro, cultural affairs specialist
in the office of English language programmes at
the embassy, Liezel de Kock, Andriette Brand, Eran
Williams, the embassy’s regional English language
officer, Andrea Lotz and Matome Mabitsela from
Phutikwena Combined School in Limpopo. Mouton,
De Kock, Brand and Lotz from the Paarl School for
Neurally Handicapped Children in the Western
Cape were finalists in the category of excellence in
inclusive education and special needs teaching

Excellence in Secondary
School Teaching
Winner: Yolandé Heymans,
Hoërskool Klerksdorp, North
West
Second Position: Annemarie
Strijdom, Hoërskool Jeugland,
Gauteng
Third Position: Carien Laubscher,
Hoërskool Graafwater, Western
Cape

Excellence in Primary School
Leadership
Winner: Fulatha Motloung,
Letotolo Primary School, Free State
Second Position: Nomandla
Singeni, Nxuba Primary School,
Eastern Cape
Third Position: Duduzile Mdlalose,
Thokoza Primary School, KwaZuluNatal
Excellence in Secondary School
Leadership
Winner: Mafihlwase Mangwegape,
Tikwana Comprehensive School, Free
State
Second Position: Willem Mojahi,
Eletsa Secondary School, North West
Third Position: Maria Lethole,

From left: Guilty Mahlangu from the DWT Nthathe
Abet Centre in Gauteng, Ian Jackson of Mustek,
Willem Mojahi from Eletsa Secondary School in
North West, Fundiswa Jende from the Vukulwambe
School for Physically Challenged Learners in the
Eastern Cape, Ntokozo Makhaye from the Zizamele
Public Adult Learning Centre in KwaZulu-Natal and
Hannes Steyn from Intel. Intel, Mustek and Pinnacle
sponsored laptops for teachers who scooped first,
second and third positions

Lethiba High School, Limpopo
Excellence in Inclusive Education
and Special Needs Teaching
Winner: Francois Vosloo, Estralita
School for Special Needs Education
— Mpumalanga
Second Position: Fundiswa Jende,
Vukuhambe Special School, Eastern
Cape
Third Position: Futhi MdlaloseShezi, Alta de Wet, Amanda
Erasmus, Janine Pennington
and Landiwe Mchunu, Inkanyiso
Primary School, KwaZulu-Natal
Excellence in Adult Basic
Education and Training
Winner: Ntokozo Makhaye,

Amanda Erasmus (left) and
Alta de Wet were part of the
winning team from Inkanyise
Special School in KwaZulu-Natal

Zizamele Public Adult Literacy
Centre, KwaZulu-Natal
Second Position: Guilty
Mahlangu, D.W.T Nthathe Adult
Basic Education and Training,
Gauteng
Third Winner: Topana Mnisi,
Shalamuka Adult Basic Education
and Training, Mpumalanga
Lifetime Achievement Award
Winner: Malefu Mphatane,
Meloding Secondary School, Free
State
Second position: Francis Sehloho,
Ingqayizivele High School, Gauteng
Third position: Veena Ramdeen,
Kharina Secondary School,
KwaZulu-Natal

Thembi Mahlangu-Matlhaela
of Khayelihle Pre-Primary
in Mpumalanga won the
excellence in grade R teaching
category

ThinkQuest

Global Collaboration and Project Learning

Transforming teaching and learning
Education is the preparation for work and life and education must transform to meet new 21st Century
demands. We need Schools of the Future today, as students starting school today must be prepared for an
even more dramatically different future world 20 years from now.

“Our world has
been transformed.
Technology, globalisation,
communication networks,
media, mobility,
entrepreneurship and
a global economy have
made the 21st Century
a dramatically different
place to live, work and
learn. Since education
is the preparation for
work and life, education
must also transform to
meet new 21st Century
demands.”
Bernie Trilling
Director
Oracle Education
Foundation

There is a growing worldwide consensus as to the key skills needed for success in 21st Century work and
life. The summary list can be called the “7Cs”:
•
Critical thinking and problem-solving
•
Creativity and innovation
•
Collaboration, teamwork and leadership
•
Cross-cultural understanding
•
Communications and media ﬂuency
•
Computing and ICT ﬂuency
•
Career and learning self-reliance
Combining the effective use of technology, a collaborative project approach to learning, an emphasis on
innovation and creativity, and teachers committed to learning in this 21st Century approach, are what is
needed now.

The Oracle Education Foundation (OEF)
A nonproﬁt organization funded by Oracle, the foundation delivers ThinkQuest – a widely acclaimed
education technology program – to Gr 1-12 schools globally. ThinkQuest is a protected, online learning
platform that enables teachers to integrate learning projects into their classroom curriculum and students
to develop critical 21st century skills. It includes a project environment where teachers and students
engage in collaborative learning; a competition space where students participate in technology contests;
and the award-winning ThinkQuest Library, a learning resource visited by millions. ThinkQuest supports
nearly 397,000 students and teachers from 60 countries.

For more information, please visit: http://www.thinkquest.org
mg0006
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Science

Meet a civil
engineer

Chris Andrews
Age: 60

Work hard to ensure that your school marks are good

Ryan Hoffman

C

hris Andrews is the
civil engineering
director at Bombela
Turnkey Contractors.
Bombela is responsible for implementing and operating the Gautrain, arguably the
most ambitious rail project in
Southern Africa.
As the civil engineering director, his
daily responsibilities include project
management and making sure the
project meets its strict deadline.

What sparked your interest in
science?
As a youngster I was fascinated by
the contents of the set of encyclopaedias on our family bookshelf,
loved finding out how things work
and, on entering high school, I
could not wait for the next general
science lesson.
Was there a particular event or
person that persuaded you to pursue a career in your specific field?
Not really. I enjoyed being creative
and inventing things — building
model boats and planes, building
soapbox cars and tree houses and
being outdoors. Having narrowed
my probable career choices to medicine, law or engineering during my
matric year, my Dad arranged for
me to spend a few days during the

school holidays on a construction
site, which I guess is what tipped the
scales in favour of civil engineering.
What is your field of science all
about?
Civil engineering is all about the built
environment. Civil engineers play a
part in just about every aspect of our
everyday lives — some examples are:
protecting, managing and making
the best use of our natural resources;
the buildings we live, learn and work
in; the water we drink; our sewage
disposal systems; our transportation
routes and systems; the electricity and
other power sources we require; our
harbours; our soccer stadiums — the
list is endless. And all these need to
be conceived, designed, constructed,
managed and maintained. Civil engineers play a key role in doing that too.

Leading civil engineer Chris Andrews encourages learners interested in engineering to meet people in the
field to chat about their perceptions of engineering. Photo: Delwyn Verasamy

I admire … The many incredible
people and the many amazing things,
too numerous to mention, that I keep
coming across day after day.

Schools attended: I  matriculated
at Grey High School in Port
Elizabeth in 1965.
I attended the University of Cape
Town, graduating with a bachelor
of science civil engineering degree
in 1970.

What advice do you have for
young people who have an interest in your field?
Take advantage of any career guidance assistance offered at your
school or by your teachers. If your
school is not able to help, there are
a number of organisations that can
assist — contact universities, tap into
such institutions as the Sci-Bono
Discovery Centre in Johannesburg,
keep your eyes open for bursary or
study assistance programmes — we
have a dire shortage of engineers in
South Africa, so many of these are
available if your school subjects are
suitable and your marks are good.
Try to meet people involved in
the engineering field so you can
chat to them about your perceptions of civil engineering and find
out from them what they have to
say about their work. Read books,
magazines and journals related to
civil engineering — there are many
of them. If you have access to the
internet, this is also a great source
of information.

Science is great because …
It applies to everything about
us and the world in which we live.

equipped to provide you with the
mentoring and training necessary to
enable you to obtain your registration and one that is able to provide
you with the exposure to the variety
of experience that you will need to
advance your development and to
help you, perhaps, to decide on a
particular field of specialisation in
due course.
How do you spend your free
time?
I spend as much time as possible
with my family and enjoy gardening and keeping my home in top
shape. I enjoy watching cricket and
rugby, getting down to the coast
during my vacations and travelling
to interesting places when I can.

Brought to you by

How can young people get involved
in your area of specialisation?
If your maths and science are
strong, the starting point is to
obtain a BSc engineering degree
from a university such as the University of Cape Town, the University of the Witwatersrand or
the University of Pretoria. If your
marks in maths and science are
average to good, you may consider
enrolling for a BTech qualification
from a university of technology.
After graduating, it is necessary
to continue your training within
the work environment to obtain
your professional registration,
which is likely to take a minimum
of three more years. Once you have
graduated, it is up to you — your
degree is merely an “entry ticket”
to your chosen career. You will
need to work hard, listen and learn
at every opportunity.
Make sure you obtain employment with an organisation that is

Sci-Bono events
The Sci-Bono Discovery Centre in
Newtown, Johannesburg, will be
running a holiday programme
during December.
December 6 to 9 and December
14 to 19:
Fun, interactive science and
technology activities for kids run
in partnership with the Newtown
Precint. Visit the fascinating
Museum Africa and discover the
Bensusan Museum and Library
of Photography, the Bernberg
Museum of Fashion and the
Museum of South Africa Rock Art.
The rock art museum’s collection
includes exhibits that take visitors
through the history of man and
the struggle for freedom.

r Workbooks include a wide range of fun-filled theme-based
activities and worksheets to motivate learners.
r Formal Assessment Task Workbook to cover all 40 Formal
Assessment Tasks for all three learning programmes.
r A Teacher’s Guide that provides comprehensive teaching guidelines
to ensure that teachers can easily implement the programme.
r A Classroom Kit for Grades 1–3 that provides resources for
teaching Literacy, Numeracy and Life Skills.
Tel: (021) 532 6000
Fax: (021) 531 0716
customerservices@mml.co.za
www.mml.co.za

3-in-1_Teacher Ad_Nov 09.indd 1
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Health
People living with HIV/Aids don’t have to struggle alone;
Aid for Aids is an organisation that can be a support system

HIV/Aids support
Six steps to better health
How to join the Aid for Aids programme

the Teacher reporter

W

orld Aids Day on
December 1 should
remind us that
although HIV/Aids
is a personal issue,
empowering yourself against it does
not mean that you have to tell the
whole world. On the contrary, your
fight can remain as private as you
want it to be.
Aid for Aids is an organisation
that works for the Government
Employees Medical Scheme (Gems)
to provide you with the support you
need if you are HIV positive or if you
just need more information about
the disease.
The process is completely confidential. Aid for Aids is bound by law
not to disclose information about
you.
By turning to it for help you take
control out of the hands of the virus
and put it back into your own.
Eunice (44), a teacher, says: “The
hardest part is knowing your status

1 Register with Aid for Aids, in confidence, by
contacting them on 0860 100 646, or
by downloading the application form
from www.gems.gov.za
2 Fill in your details. Get your doctor
to examine you and complete
your form
3 Send the form to Aid for Aids
using the toll-free fax number
0800 600 773, or post it to:
The Aid for Aids Programme
P O Box 38597
Howard Place 7450
South Africa
4 The Aid for Aids medical team will review your case and discuss the appropriate
treatment with your doctor
5 Aid for Aids will send both you and your doctor a letter explaining your
treatment plan
6 To get treatment visit your healthcare provider, and remember to take your
prescription along! Healthcare providers are GPs, doctors or dentists
Graphic: JOHN McCANN Source: AID FOR AIDS

and registering with Aid for Aids.
After that the doctors take over and
you can actually breathe a sigh of
relief.”
Eunice discovered her status seven
years ago when she tested positive
after another family member died.
“All around me people were dying

and I didn’t want to go with them;
my children need me and there are
already too many nieces and nephews
who don’t have parents in my family.
“My mother and aunts can’t take
on any more children and, besides,
these kids miss their parents. It’s
very sad,” says Eunice.

What she discovered was that
despite the morbidity surrounding
this disease, there is a way out.
“I was sick and tired of sitting
around and feeling depressed about
it. I couldn’t sleep at night because
I was so worried. When I finally
registered on the Aid for Aids programme, its staff were very patient
and understanding.
“They explained to me that having HIV and not taking any medication, if required, is like leaving the
doors and windows of your home
unlocked when you know that robbers are coming.
“They could come in five months
or five years, you don’t know when.
But if you don’t do anything about it
they will come and take everything
from you: the virus will suddenly
take over your body and then it will
be too late to do anything about it. I
was glad that I had decided to take
responsibility, even though I know
it’s not my fault that I have HIV,”
she said.
Aid for Aids staff offer services
such as antiretroviral therapy (ART),
they counsel you and they monitor
your progress. They also give you
information about other things.
ART, for instance, is consistently

Vaccination drive against measles
For the first time in years a nationwide
measles alert has been issued by the
health department to caution members of
the public, health professionals and health
workers after an outbreak of the disease

M

easles is a leading
cause of death among
young children,
despite there being a
safe and effective vaccine available to prevent it.
According to the National Institute for Communicable Diseases,
more than 1 100 cases have been
confirmed in South Africa so far this
year and four people, one adult and
three children, have died from the
disease. It is possible that the problem is much more widespread than
these figures show because not all
cases are diagnosed.
Immunisation programme
The government has started a
nationwide immunisation programme to halt the march of the disease and parents have been urged
to vaccinate their children. The
government has already immunised
more than 1.4-million people in the
past few weeks.
The national health department
has called on parents to work closely
with it to tackle the disease. Parents
should do this by signing the consent forms they are given by schools
so that their children can be immu-

nised. The department has assured
parents that the vaccine is completely safe.
Highly infectious
Measles is highly infectious, which
means it is a disease that spreads
easily. It is spread mainly by small
droplets from the nose, throat and
mouth of a person who is infected.
Like all communicable diseases,
basic hygiene should be observed to
minimise its spread.
The movement of people across
municipal boundaries and from
province to province has made the
containment and the prevention of
the spread of measles particularly
difficult. As a result the entire country has been placed on alert.
What about vaccination?
Parents and caregivers of children
are urged to ensure that children
receive all their right vaccines by
checking road to health cards. If
unsure, these should be checked at
the local clinic. Two doses of measles vaccine should be administered
at nine and 18 months of age.
A booster may be given at five
years or during an outbreak. Adults

A doctor prepares an injection for
a measles vaccination. Photo: AP
Photo/Thomas Kienzle

Measles is spread
mainly by small
droplets from the
nose, throat and
mouth of a person
who is infected

who are not sure if they were ever
immunised can have a laboratory
test to check their immunity.
Measles immunisations are available free of charge from all public
health clinics.
With measles not being a hot topic
in the news in First World countries,
some people are under the false
impression that measles has been
eradicated and stop immunising
their children against the disease.
This can lead to renewed outbreaks.

monitored throughout a patient’s
treatment so that optimum results
are achieved.
This means that the doctors and
laboratory staff make sure that all
patients are on the right medication so that their lives can continue
normally.
Aid for Aids also makes sure that
each patient receives appropriate
counselling as emotional and mental wellness is not only important
for the patient’s sake but also for
that of his or her loved ones.
Aid for Aids offers support for
those who go through stressful
times. A new mother, for example,
often finds it difficult to adhere
to her ART after giving birth. The
stresses of caring for a newborn
can lead to her neglecting her own
health.
The organisation offers answers
to the sort of questions many people
have, such as:
● What should I do if I am HIV
positive, or think I might be?
● How will my condition be monitored?
● Will I receive cover for ART?
● What benefits are available?
Brought to you by GEMS

Warning signs
Symptoms are typically fever,
coughing, a runny nose, red
eyes (conjuctivitis) and a red
rash. Although there is no rash
at the onset, the patient is
highly contagious at this time.
Older children usually
complain of sensitivity
to light and joint pains.
Koplik’s spots (small spots
with white or bluish-white
centres, resembling “grains
of salt sprinkled on a red
background”) may be seen
on the inside of the cheeks in
more than 80% of cases before
the onset of a rash.
The blotchy red rash usually
appears behind the ears and
on the face within two to four
days after the pre-rash feverish
period. The rash peaks in two
to three days and becomes
concentrated on the trunk
and upper extremities. It lasts
from three to seven days.
Malnourished or vitamindeficient children may develop
severe skin exfoliation.
Complications can include
ear infection, pneumonia and
brain infection (encephalitis)
and can lead to middle brain
damage.
Complications can be
avoided through supportive
care that ensures good
nutrition and adequate fluid
intake.
Antibiotics should be
prescribed for secondary
bacterial infections.
—the Teacher reporter
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Government Employees Medical Scheme

Healthier hearts and minds
Programme helps to improve schools and make a meaningful contribution in KwaMashu

H

aving established that
certain schools in the
KwaMashu area of
KwaZulu-Natal were
in need of some tender
loving care, staff and management
of the Government Employees Medical Scheme (Gems) recently spent
some quality time there and came
up with a programme to help the
schools.
The visits took place after the
Gems symposium, which was hosted
at the Sibaya Casino in KwaZuluNatal late in October. Gems had
noted that schools like Daluxolo Primary, JE Ndlovu High School and
Khalipha Special School in KwaMashu were in disrepair, sanitation
was poor, windows were broken and
the plumbing needed work. Gems
came up with a plan to help the
schools. At the same time it created
opportunities for small local businesses.
Not only were the more immediate needs of each school taken care
of, but “Team Gems” also committed itself to an ongoing improvement programme at the schools for
the next six months.
Gems generated much excitement
with gifts of 15 new soccer balls, a
first-aid kit for each school and a

food parcel for every learner.
It also provided delicious snacks
and everyone enjoyed a fun-filled
day.
Gems also visited Khalipha Special School, which is home to about
185 mentally and physically disabled
learners.
This school has different needs to
the other schools, requiring sewing
machines and computers.
Gems donated three sewing
machines and it is in the process of
re-furbishing some older, unused
computers that will be installed at
the school by the scheme’s information technology staff soon.
Commenting on this special initiative Dr Eugene Watson, principal
officer of Gems, said that the scheme
wants to improve the teaching environment for the learners and educators at these schools.
“Our members and their families
are government employees scattered throughout urban and rural
South Africa,” he said.
“Many of them are teachers,
teaching at schools just like these.
This was an opportunity to leave
something lasting and meaningful
behind after the symposium that
will improve the lives of the entire
community.”

From left: Dr Eugene Watson, principal officer of Gems, Richard Baloyi, minister for public service and
administration, and Professor Richard Levin, chairperson of Gems
The staff and management of
Gems are in agreement that their
visits and involvement at the schools

were most uplifting and a fitting end
to a good symposium.
“We are proud and happy that we

are able to leave something behind
for the people of KwaZulu-Natal,”
they said.

A boost for
reserves
The Government Employees Medical Scheme (Gems) has announced
an average contribution increase of
10.8% for members for 2010, alongside a range of attractive new benefit enhancements.
Despite a recessionary economic
climate and a need for the scheme
to be fiscally prudent, the 2010
increase is almost 0.5% lower than
that of the previous year.
Dr Eugene Watson, principal
officer of Gems, said that as in the
past the scheme has made every
effort to deliver the finest possible healthcare benefits at the most
affordable rates to its members.
Gems members can choose from
five different benefit plans: Onyx,
Emerald, Ruby, Beryl and Sapphire.
When compared with other medical
schemes in the market, the benefit
plans are between 10% and 25% less
expensive and in most cases offer
better benefits.
“While members will pay more for
their healthcare cover, a range of
innovative new benefits are being
introduced at the same time,” said
Watson.
“On our two lower cost options,
Sapphire and Beryl, a dramatic

“While members will
pay more for their
healthcare cover, a
range of innovative
new benefits are
being introduced at
the same time”

shift has occurred as a result of the
introduction of several innovative
and new member benefits. This will
prove advantageous to hard-pressed
members who pay an additional 9%
but actually receive an extra 10%
more in benefits. A series of attractive new benefits were added to the
popular Ruby, Emerald and Onyx
options, in which benefit limits
were raised by 2.5%.
“We are cognisant of the fact that
everyone is compelled to stretch
their rands as far as possible. That
is why members on options such as
Sapphire and Beryl can expect to pay
between R21 and R38 more for a family of three once their subsidies have
been taken into consideration. Rand
value increases on some of our other
options range between R142 and
R459 for a family of three, depending
on the option selected,” said Watson.
“However, we have increased
the income bands applicable to all
benefit options by 10% and many
members may find that they actually move ‘down’ in terms of income
bands making membership of Gems
even more affordable.”
The announcement regarding the
benefit enhancements and member contribution increases was
made at the second Annual Gems
Symposium held in KwaZulu-Natal
recently. Minister of Public Service
and Administration Richard Baloyi
attended the symposium.
In his address the minister said
Gems has made significant progress
towards meeting and exceeding its
mandate and its annual membership growth rate continues to exceed
expectations.

Now there are more than 1 000 000 good
reasons why you can no longer wait to join GEMS
More than 400 000 public service employees have
already joined GEMS. We now cover more than
ONE MILLION South Africans. Each day several
hundred more join the GEMS family.

The facts are piling up!
GEMS is for all public servants
– especially you!
•

GEMS now provides healthcare cover to more than
2% of the South African population.

•

One in every four public service employees are GEMS
members.

•

In some provinces over 40% of public service
employees belong to GEMS – almost 1 in 2 employees
are GEMS members.

•

More than 55% of GEMS members are enjoying the
employer medical subsidy for the first time!

We’re here for you at all times!
Each day we handle almost 10 000 calls, several
hundred emails and well over a thousand walk-in
visitors. However, we are always ready to talk to
you. Don’t lose out, don’t delay – make a call to
GEMS today.
More reasons why GEMS is the Scheme for YOU!
• It offers an excellent healthcare subsidy, which was
recently increased to a maximum of R2 390. Find
out more about this from your employer today!
• There are five benefit options on offer, ranging
from comprehensive to more basic healthcare
plans - you can choose the one that best suits your
needs.

gems ad(200x145).indd 1

Want to join GEMS?
Here’s how:
•

Call us on 0860 00 4367.

•

We’ll come back to you if you send an SMS with
your PERSAL/PERSOL number to 083 450 4367.

•

Email us at join@gems.gov.za.

•

Fax to 0861 00 4367.

•

SMS a “please call me” to 083 450 4367.

•

Alternatively, please visit our website at
www.gems.gov.za and download a GEMS
membership form.

11/3/09 12:21:47 PM
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Teachers

Singing the praises
of education
Music, like education, has the power to transcend boundaries
Where did you grow up?
I was born on a farm near Senekal,
Eastern Free State.

S

cooping up this year’s
lifetime achievement
award in the department of education’s
National Teacher
Awards was a fitting culmination
of 32 years of Malefu Mphatane’s
selflessness and devotion to the
profession she so loves: teaching.
And, as she walked to the podium
to receive her trophy and certificate amid ululating members of
the audience, there was no mistaking how she felt.
Before she became a teacher,
Mphatane had to navigate a series
of obstacles in her young life. One
of those painful episodes was when
she became the only surviving child
of nine. Hence she was given the
name Malefu, roughly meaning a
woman surrounded by death.
Brought up by poor parents on
farms around Senekal in the Free
State, Mphatane struggled to get
an education. At one point she
had to work as a domestic worker
and used her meagre earnings to
study further.
Her first break came in 1977 when
she taught as a foundation-phase
remedial teacher at a local primary
school. After that she moved to
Meloding Secondary School, where
she ultimately became the principal.
How old are you?
Sixty-three.
How do you earn your living?
I recently retired and will be trying
my hand at writing.
�������������������

Which schools did you attend?
I started my sub A, then B, at Arundel Combined in Senekal from 1953
to 1955. The following year I did my
standard one and two until 1957 at
Seeisoville Lower Primary School
in Kroonstad. My standards three
to six were completed at Phomolong Higher Primary School, also in
Kroonstad.
From 1975 to 1976 I went to Mphohadi College to study for a primary
teacher’s certificate, also known as
a primary teacher’s course.
Did you have favourite
teachers?
Yes. For sub A and B it was Mr
Molefi Ntsala, who taught me
the importance of punctuality. In
standards one and two it was Mr
Tlhabanelo, who taught me to love
choral music, and for standards
three to six it was Mr Thepa Vena,
who instilled discipline in me.
But the name that is most fresh in
my mind is that of my music teacher

“She did not
teach me only
music, but
taught me
that I should
face reality
head-on’’’
�

�

Why were you so fond of her?
She did not teach me only music, but
taught me that I should “face reality
head-on”. “Go out of this college and
uplift the standard of music in the
school communities. Never focus
only on winning competitions,” she
would say.
What influence did she have on
you?
She taught me to be modest and
never to become big-headed, and
to ensure that we teach people to
appreciate singing and to use music
as a healing social tool.
Do you still have contact with
those teachers? How?
Oh yes, I still do see Ousie Ouma.
She is the principal at a primary
school in Ventersburg in the Free
State. So we do meet quite often,
especially during principals’ meetings and music sessions.
What was your favourite subject and why?
It has to be music, because I found
it teaches one to become focused. I
liked it also because any person can
sing. I found that the melody and
lyrics have the capacity to transport
people to a place they have never
been before. Music can transcend
boundaries and, as they say, it’s a
universal message of love.
From your point of view, what
are the qualities of a good
teacher?
A good teacher is someone who is
consistent, diligent and inspired.
He or she should be the “do-as-Ido” type.

�

��

��
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�
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Malefu Mphatane

at college, Mary Lebona. Affectionately, we called her “Ousie Ouma”.

Malefu Mphatane
What are the things a teacher
should never do or say?
He or she should never act or
behave contrary to the profession’s
code of ethics.

What message do you have for
teachers in South Africa?
The country’s hope lies in a strong
and dynamic teaching force.

Eager on an empty belly
Rachel Tintswalo Baloyi

I

have been heading a junior
primary school for five years.
My day starts at 7.30am. Every
morning I am met by the smiling
faces of learners sitting in front of
my office as though they have been
employed to guard it. They greet
me with voices full of love, respect
and appreciation.
At devotion time, I face about 500
bright and lively faces of learners
aged six to 12 years. Despite the miseries they may face at their homes
each day, they sing at the top of their
voices. They yearn and appeal for
love, affection and security. They do
not voice it out loud, but it is there
in those innocent eyes. Having conducted some home visits, I can say
the school is a safe haven for most
of them.
At break I peep into their lunch
boxes. The content tells it all. Most
have dry porridge, morogo, chicken
feet or heads, or fried eggs — meat
is a rarity. For the majority the few
slices of bread from the school nutrition programme are the first — and
probably the best — and the last
meal of the day.
Among the children, one sees the
totally neglected and those well
cared for. Some have not washed for
more than a month. For the majority, the future is bleak.
At the end of each day I go home
with a heavy, sad heart. How can I
help? An appeal to my educators
to bring their children’s old school
uniforms is far from enough. What
about the future, I ask?
As I contemplate this, a woman,
crying hysterically, enters my office.
She requests a letter of transfer but
her husband is against the idea. I

plead with him but he flatly refuses.
I feel helpless. Another family breakup. Later in the day another parent
comes in for a loan. The family has
run out of mealie meal and there is
nothing for them to eat, the father
tells me. I offer him money to buy an
80kg bag of maize meal.
Lending a helping hand reminds
me of an occasion when I reached
out to a brother and sister who lost
their mother and were in a desperate situation. I decided to offer them
some moral support. I took them
home for a weekend. They were
scrubbed, properly clothed and fed.
To my dismay on Monday morning
the girl was wearing my daughter’s
watch, which she had stolen. Coming back to steal became her habit.
I contacted social workers for
help. Eventually I decided to cut
ties with them. They dropped out of
school. Today the boy is languishing in jail while his sister has a baby
and is expecting another one. Have
I failed? Is there anything more I
could have done to help them?
Some learners display a sense of
deep appreciation and sharing. They
bring fruit, peanuts and mealies as
tokens of appreciation for the little I
can and have done for them.
How I wish these little angels could
inhabit the whole world. They never
bear grudges. The reprimands of
today never spill over to tomorrow.
The bell rings to announce the
end of the day. As I move towards
the taxi rank, the children bid me
“goodbye principal” at the top of
their voices. I try to answer each
call. I feel so special; at least there
are people who recognise me. I
feel like a queen moving through a
guard of honour.
Rachel Tintswalo Baloyi is principal of Masekani Primary School in
Mbokota Village near Elim Hospital
in Limpopo
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need to know
It provides a clear path for teachers and learners to teach, learn and
master the subject.
It provides for informal daily
teaching and learning activities and
suggestions for formal tasks, as well
as the sequencing and pacing of the
content.
Textbooks must accommodate
learner diversity and be made available in accessible format, for example in Braille, large print or audio
text. Any other support materials
selected by a teacher to support
teaching and learning in the classroom must be included in the teacher’s file.
Record sheets
The record sheets reflect the performance of learners in the formal
assessment tasks as set out in the
assessment plan.
The following should be recorded:
• The learners’ names and their
marks;
• The date;
• The content topic that is the
focus of the task;
• The maximum mark for the
task; and
• The learning area or subject in
the case of a teacher teaching more
than one learning area or subject.

ANC President Jacob Zuma (centre right) accompanies Angie Motshekga, the minister of basic education (front), during a visit to Bhukulani
Secondary School in Soweto on learners’ first day of classes in January. The minister has announced changes to the national curriculum which
focus on relieving some of the challenges faced by teachers and schools. Photo: Werner Beukes/SAPA

Textbooks are important
What is the role of the textbook?
A textbook interprets and
presents the knowledge (content, concepts and skills) in the
national curriculum statement
(NCS) for all learning areas and
subjects (and in the content and
core knowledge and concepts
frameworks) in an organised,
compacted and synthesised fashion.
A textbook provides a clear path
for teachers and learners to teach,
learn and master the learning
area or subject.
It provides worked examples of
problems, informal daily teaching
and learning activities and suggestions for formal tasks, as well

as the sequencing and pacing of the
content that can help the teacher.
In addition, good textbooks are
usually written in a manner that
allows adaptation of the content for
learners who experience barriers to
learning.
How should teachers use textbooks?
Teachers should use textbooks
— with other resources and curriculum guideline documents — to plan.
In doing so the teacher should compare the content and activities in
the textbook with those listed in the
content framework for the subject
to identify any gaps.
The gaps should be indicated and
covered when teachers prepare their

lessons. Teachers can apply information from textbooks when differentiating teaching and learning
to accommodate a range of learner
needs.
Teachers should use the textbook
to plan their work schedule or
lesson plans, daily assessment
tasks and their formal assessment
tasks.
(i) Each learner should have a textbook for each of his or her subjects
to take home, do homework and
study from or to prepare for subsequent lessons, tests and exams.
(ii) The importance of textbooks
must be made known to learners
and parents. They should be strongly
encouraged to treat all books with
respect and to understand that they
remain the property of the school
and must be returned at the end of
each year.

Quality assurance of textbooks
The department of basic education is developing a national catalogue of approved textbooks by
calling for the submission of textbooks by publishers. The department scrutinises the textbooks
through a screening and quality
assurance process.
The department recommends
changes to be made where necessary to ensure that the textbooks
cover the curriculum. It is equally
important that the textbooks will
engage learners in quality learning activities to master the subject
knowledge (content, concepts and
skills). Only textbooks that meet
the criteria for good textbooks are
selected and placed in the catalogue. The screening process is
repeated in cycles to ensure that
textbooks are regularly updated.

Useful reference
documents
• The policy on the National Protocol on Assessment: Recording and
Reporting
• How to teach reading in the
early grades: Guidelines for the
Foundation Phase
• National Curriculum Statement Content and Core Knowledge
Frameworks
• Guidelines on Inclusive Teaching and Learning
• National Strategy on Screening,
Identification, Assessment and Support
• The departmental textbook catalogue
For more information, phone the
call centre: 0800 202 933; or visit
www.education.gov.za

Join Thabo Mohlala one of our esteemed reporters on the Teacher and Thabiso Sikwane on her show Home
between 19:30 - 20:00 on the first week of every month to talk about education issues.
*
*
*
*

Coping with anxiety after the exams
School readiness
Careers
National Teaching Awards - interviews with winners

We would like you to interact with us on these shows by asking for advice or giving your input on issues.

*

16 Days of Activism
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Speak out
against
abuse now
The department of basic education
answers questions regarding sexual
violence and harassment in schools

How do you draw the line
between flirting and sexual
harassment?
Flirting or good-natured joking are

Where can sexual violence or
harassment occur?
Although sexual harassment can
occur anywhere, it tends to occur in
places that are isolated, such as the
toilets, corridors, empty classrooms
or offices and deserted parts of the
school grounds.
Who can be a perpetrator or
target of sexual harassment
and violence?
A learner can be harassed by teachers, other learners, or anyone else
with whom the learner interacts
while at school or while engaging
in school-related activities such as
sport or school trips. Remember,
this offence is not only about sex
but is often initiated by someone to
exert power over someone else.
If a girl wears tight clothing or
a short skirt, is she asking to
be sexually harassed?
Sometimes people like to dress stylishly and attractively, but that does

committed sexual or any other form
of harassment may be charged with
misconduct. The teacher may be disciplined in terms of the Code of Professional Conduct of the South African Council for Educators. Section
17 of the Education Laws Amendment Act, No 53 of 2000 provides
for dismissal of a teacher should he
or she be found guilty of:
• Committing an act of sexual
assault on a learner, student or
other employee; or
• Having a sexual relationship
with a learner of the school where
he or she is employed.

Availablilty of information
The Guidelines for the Prevention
and Management of Sexual
Violence & Harassment in Public
Schools were developed by the
department of basic education
to support schools responding to
cases of sexual harassment and
violence. The Genderations series
was developed to help teachers
to respond to sexual harassment
and violence. These resources are

not mean that they are looking to
be sexually harassed. Harassment
is unwanted and can make a person feel trapped, confused, helpless,
embarrassed or scared. Sometimes,
society blames the victim, making them feel that they are guilty
of inviting this kind of behaviour.
The reality is that people are sexually harassed regardless of their sex,
gender, sexual orientation, appearance, age, race, or class.
What must I do when I have
been the target of sexual harassment?
If you are feeling uncomfortable
with the way someone is behaving towards you at school and the
behaviour is of a sexual nature, tell
the person to stop and tell an adult
you trust about it.
What can I expect from an
adult to whom I have reported
sexual violence or harassment?
The information you reported
should be treated with confidentiality, as far as possible. Sexual
violence is a criminal offence and
therefore you should be assisted to
immediately report the allegations
to the South African Police Service
who will assist with investigation.
The department of social develop-

available from the department
of basic education website: www.
education.gov.za .
Hard copies can be obtained
from the Gender Equity
Directorate, Department of Basic
Education, Sol Plaatje House, 123
Schoeman Street, Pretoria.
Tel: 012 312 5066
Fax: 012 312 5218
Email: Sekgota.m@doe.gov.za

What can you do to prevent
sexual harassment and violence?
• As an individual do not be silent.
Stand up and speak out against all
forms of abuse at school.
• Bring people together, for example, through the Girls and Boys
Education Movement clubs to raise
awareness about sexual violence
and harassment and its impact.
Urge school officials to make the
Guidelines for the Prevention and
Management of Sexual Violence
and Harassment in Public Schools
widely known and understood at
school.
• Support learners who are victims of harassment and violence
and let them know you care.
• Ask your school managers to
talk about these issues at assemblies and discuss what your school
is doing to protect learners from
sexual harassment and violence.
• Make sure that your school has
a Code of Conduct that includes
messages about how unacceptable
sexual violence and harassment is.
Ensure that the Code is displayed in
visible places including every classroom. Discuss the Code in your life
orientation lessons.

ment can also identify social workers who will assist you to deal with
the trauma caused by the incident
or incidents.
Can I report on behalf of
another person?
You can report sexual misconduct
directed at another learner, especially if the behaviour makes you feel
uncomfortable. Without a report it
is difficult for school officials to do
anything to stop the behaviour and
the offender may not stop.
Furthermore, when misconduct
is not dealt with properly, it can
escalate and more people might be
affected. You are therefore encouraged to break the silence.
I have reported to a teacher
and nothing has happened.
What can I do?
Be persistent. If the first person you
talk to does not listen, don’t give up.
Talk to someone else. If this does
not work, phone the department of
basic education hotline on 0800 202
933. It is an offence for an adult to
ignore a report of sexual violence
against a child.
What happens to a teacher
who is a perpetrator of sexual
harassment or violence?
A teacher who is alleged to have

Brought to you by the department of
basic education
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What types of behaviour qualify as sexual harassment?
Sexual harassment covers a range
of behaviours, including but not
limited to: touching, pinching or
grabbing body parts; sending sexual
notes or pictures; writing sexual
graffiti on walls; making suggestive
or sexual gestures including looks,
jokes or verbal comments; spreading sexual rumours or making sexual propositions; being promised
good marks in exchange for having
a sexual relationship with a teacher.

What is sexual violence?
Sexual violence is any sexual act or
attempted sexual act using intimidation, threats or physical force. This
may include sexual harassment,
assault, forced sex or rape, sexual
abuse and sexualised touching of
another’s intimate parts or forcing
any person to touch any person’s
intimate parts.

Participants hold up candles during the 16 Days of Activism for no violence against women and children
march at Constitutional Hill in Johannesburg. Photo: Oupa Nkosi

A

What is sexual harassment?
Sexual harassment is unwanted
conduct of a sexual nature. Sexual
attention constitutes sexual harassment if:
● The behaviour persists
(although a single incident of harassment may constitute sexual harassment)
● The recipient has made it clear
that the behaviour is considered
offensive, and/or
● The perpetrator knew or should
have known that the behaviour is
regarded as unacceptable.

mutual interactions between two
people, whereas sexual harassment
is unwelcome behaviour which may
cause the target to feel embarrassed,
threatened, afraid, humiliated,
angry, or trapped.

ACT

T

hese frequently asked
questions were developed at the time of the
16 Days of Activism campaign (for no violence
against women and children) to provide practical information on how
to recognise and respond to sexual
harassment and violence in our
schools. They are part of a broader
programme of the department of
basic education to ensure all schools
provide safe and caring educational
environments for all learners.
Unfortunately, we continue to
receive reports of sexual harassment
and violence in our schools. We
have developed the Guidelines for
the Prevention and Management of
Sexual Violence and Harassment in
Schools, which provide the basis for
many interventions in this area.
We hope that you will find the
answers to these questions useful.

s
ys of Activi

25 November - 10 December
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Technology

Lights, camera
and action
Innovative Teachers
Forum

N

icci Hayes, a finalist
in the annual Microsoft Innovative Teachers Forum Awards,
shares the details of

her project.

Name: Nicci Hayes
School: Victoria Girls High
School, Grahamstown
Years teaching: 14
Subject areas: English, Dramatic
Arts, Maths
Project Name: Lights, Camera,
Action

Reason for the project
I wanted the grade 10 dramatic arts
class to get some real life experience with filming and editing, both
to understand how easy some parts
are and to get to grips with the more
challenging areas. I believe that
video will play a major role in dramatic productions in the future. I
also wanted the girls to feel that the

work they were doing was meaningful. I did that by encouraging them
to search for an NGO that could genuinely use, or really need, a video, it
would make their assignments more
meaningful and also might really
help someone.

Summary of the project
Girls had to find a service-based
organisation that wanted a video
made for them, then film the video
and edit it. Topics ranged from pleas
for help to information, including
“The SPCA needs you”, or a video
with information on cervical cancer
or abortion as an advert for the Rape
Crisis Centre.

How it will help
Learners gained hands-on, real-life
experience of shooting a video for
a “client” and, hopefully, at least
some of the organisations would be
able to use the products. A number
of the videos ended up being aimed
at schoolchildren as the target audience so, when a school watched the
final product, hopefully learners
would be inspired to help at various organisations (such as the SPCA
or a local orphanage), and also be
informed of some important issues

(such as the presence of a rape crisis
centre in town, what services a hospice provides, or the symptoms of
cervical cancer).

Requirements
Digital video cameras and cell
phones were used for the shooting, Movie Maker and Prism Converter for downloading and editing,
emails for correspondence.

Learning outcomes
The first and second learning outcomes of dramatic arts require
learners to:
• Develop skills and personal
resources, and
• Create and present works (including
performance, film and new media).

Lessons learned
The learners learned a considerable
amount in a short time — not just
about video technology, but also about
interacting with adults in the real
world and about needs in our community. Here are some of the challenges
and lessons they identified:
• The problem we encountered
was that our client was a very
busy person;
• The person we approached had

Nicci Hayes. Photo: Oupa Nkosi
been transferred to Pretoria;
• Our video didn’t show up on the
computer;
• Next time I will listen to the
teacher when we are told it is best
to use a video camera instead of
phones. This would have saved us a
lot of problems when editing;
• Our problems were time management and communicating with people who speak “old Xhosa” (from a
group who worked in Alice);
• The hospice patients did not feel
comfortable with our taking a video
of them so we had to work with stills
instead;
• We had to do a couple of takes
because the woman would get interrupted by phone calls;
• The other problem was that the

kids didn’t understand what was
going on and were not being themselves; and
• What I learned from the experience was that there are children out
there who need to be loved. (From a
group that worked at an orphanage.)

H ow did you bec ome
interested in using ICT?
It’s been an organic process. I’m
always keen to try anything new.

How do you see the role
of ICT in education?
I think ITC has the ability to bring
the world to our doorstep and the
future into our present. As such I
believe it can be an invaluable tool
in education.

Are e-books the future?

Andrew Moore
Personally I have yet to fall in love
with the e-book format. I use electronic documents daily in my work
but when it comes to study and
leisure there is something special
about a book.
Textbooks, in their authoritative
hard covers, demand a straight posture and a focused attitude. On the
other hand the sleazy tactile character of the paperback invites sloth
and demands you seek out a comfortable place to curl up and lose
yourself for an hour.
In my opinion both these examples of the concept “book” trump
balancing a laptop on my knees. But
emotions aside, is the e-book going
to dominate the future?
The merits of the e-book format
look impressive. These “books” are
compact, cheaper than their paper
counterparts, supported by a host of
electronic aids, such as bookmarks,
annotation tools and the facility to
copy and paste excerpts into your
own work easily. Specialists websites, like www.ebooks.com, allow
the purchase and downloading of ebook files to your electronic reading
device. Even the mammoth Amazon
is beginning to focus on distributing its core merchandise in this
format and Google’s e-book project

(books.google.com) allows you to
download as PDF files a number of
such classic works as Black Beauty
free of charge. Its e-library includes
back issues of a number of American magazines, such as Life and
Popular Mechanics.
So, despite my misgivings
expressed above, the e-book looks
like it can impact positively in
the field of education. In Southern Africa, where universities are
strapped for resources, the e-book
format makes a lot of sense.
The dearth of tertiary education
material is partly the result of many
African governments’ commitment
to the goals of the Education for
All campaign and the Millennium
Development Goals. These goals call
for, among others, universal access
to primary school education. This
has been done often at the expense
of secondary and tertiary education.
For example, I have visited a
number of university libraries where
library staff make do by rebinding
again and again exhausted out-ofprint texts. Enter the e-book.
Several universities in South
Africa and Malawi, under the guid-

E-books are
compact, cheaper
than their paper
counterparts and are
supported by a host
of electronic aids

Montage: JOHN McCANN

ance of the International Association for Digital Publications (IADP),
are piloting the distribution of electronic textbooks to students. Last
week the pilot was expanded to
include PhD aquaculture and fish
nutrition students at Bunda College
of Agriculture outside Lilongwe.
The e-book format, however,
is not without snags and the pilot
projects have exposed a number of
barriers to adoption. First, the student population in African institutions need access to electronic reading devices which are not always
available. While the number of

laptops appearing on campuses is
growing exponentially and universities are setting up computer rooms,
it cannot be assumed that access
is assured for the large number of
students who require access to the
needed books.
Second, the need to protect copyrighted textbook titles means access
to the e-books is complicated and
mired in technical red tape. For
example, the IADP books are protected by Adobe’s DRM system and
NetLibrary’s permission system. To
access the books for the first time
requires two registrations. This

process is often seen as a turn off by
students who want to study as and
when they want. Another technical
drawback is that in Africa bandwidth is limited. This makes online
viewing of the books impossible.
Only downloaded copies carry any
credibility.
Third, there is a gap between those
academic textbooks that are digitalised and those that academics and
students really want to read. Digitalising a textbook takes a surprisingly long time with a lead in time of
about six months.
However, looking at the drawbacks described above these can be
overcome easily in time and with
some effort. For example, feedback
from the University of the Western Cape’s social work department,
where a pilot scheme has been running for a few years, is very positive.
Students have adopted the format
as a cost-effective way of accessing
up-to-date texts.
Cost-effectiveness might be the
reason for the spreading popularity
of e-books within the education community. Paperback textbooks that
can be bought from Amazon.com for
$400 are available at eBooks.com for
$50. Indeed, South African academics report that savings of up to 40%
are common when buying electronic
versions. So my initial reservations
about paper vs electronic textbooks
need to be mediated in the light of
the super savings.
I might have to abandon the
upright posture and find another
way to keep a focused attitude.
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Personal finance
Know exactly what you are doing before
you sign any sort of financial contract

must be signed by both credit provider and credit receiver.
Credit agreements must state a
description of the goods sold; for
example, if it is a copier machine,
the model and serial number of the
copier machine must be indicated. If
it is a loan, the amount of money borrowed, the rate of interest and finance
charges payable, the monthly instalment and the repayment period must
be stated.
The credit provider in a credit
agreement is called a creditor and the
credit receiver is called a debtor.

Credit trap
the Teacher reporter

D

ifficulties with credit
providers? Maybe the
office of the Credit
Information Ombud
can help.
The Credit Information Ombud’s

(CIO) office is there to resolve disputes between credit providers, credit
receivers and credit bureaux. In addition, the CIO also acts as an educator
in matters pertaining to the credit
industry. Here the CIO answers some
questions about credit agreements
or contracts.
What is a credit agreement?
It is an agreement between a buyer
and a seller whereby goods are sold
or services are rendered in return for
money to be paid in the future over a

Buying a new car? Be
sure you understand the
fine print in the finance
agreement. Photo: Delwyn
Verasamy

specific period of time. This includes
loans and other forms of credit
from banks.
All credit agreements must be
in writing. They must be read and
understood before being signed and

What are the most important
aspects of the credit agreement?
It is important to read and understand the contents of the contract
before you sign it. If for some reason
you have to sign a second contract,
treat it as new.
What if the credit agreement is in a
language I don’t understand?
Do not sign it. Consult the credit provider for clarity. The National Credit
Act makes provision for credit receivers to request contracts in a language
which they understand. This can be in
any of the 11 official languages.
The Act also provides for a fiveworking-day quote to be provided on
request by the credit applicant. This
gives applicants time to read and
understand the agreement before
committing themselves.
Why do we need written credit
agreements?
• Verbal agreements are difficult to
prove;
• For future reference, should a dispute arise later, after the contract has
been signed; and
• For you to be clear about the terms
of the agreement before you commit
yourself.
Someone is claiming I have signed
a credit agreement I do not know
about. What do I do?
Request all documentation, both verbally and in writing, from that person. This is because the Credit Information Ombud office realises that
credit providers sometimes use third
parties, attorneys and debt collectors
to collect debts on their behalf. The
credit providers sometimes sell their
book debt to third parties.
If you do not know anything about
that credit agreement:
• Inform that organisation/person
immediately that you do not know
anything about that contract. Do so
verbally and in writing;
• Supply him/her with your contact
details. This is for them to contact you
should they need additional information/clarity to finalise their investigations;
• Keep proof that you notified him/
her of your dispute, such as a fax
transmission confirmation slip;
• Request written confirmation that
your message has been received; and
• If they agree that you did not sign
that contract, this should be confirmed in writing.
If you are listed at the credit bureau
for the contract you do not know
about, and you are not happy with
the outcome of the credit provider’s
investigation, then inform the relevant credit bureau of your dispute,
request a reference number and allow
them 20 working days to resolve the
dispute.
If you are still not happy at the outcome of the credit bureau’s investigation, then contact the CIO office on
0861 66 2837 or go to www.creditombud.org.za, for free assistance.
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Travel

Top five budget holidays in SA
Going away during
school holidays
can be expensive.
Chana Viljoen
went in search
of five top local
holidays that won’t
break the bank

● Beach Break
Cape Vidal — KwaZulu-Natal
Cape Vidal is one of the finest
beaches in the country. It is in the
iSimangaliso Wetland Park (formerly the Greater St Lucia Wetland
Park) and is ideal for snorkelling,
sport fishing and hiking. There are
also big game safaris.
The combination of beach and
bush means it’s not uncommon to
see hippos, crocodiles, buffaloes, elephants, whales and dolphins all on
the same day. If you visit in December, you may see loggerhead and
leatherback turtles laying their eggs
on the beach. This is a malaria area,
so precautions should be taken.
Accommodation
KZN Wildlife’s Cape Vidal Camp
has 50 campsites set among the
coastal dunes. Tents and caravans
can be hired from R80 per person
per night. Bhangazi Complex features six self-catering cabins sleeping 12, 14 and 20 from R156 per
person per night. See more at www.
kznwildlife.com
● Go Bush
Hazyview — Mpumalanga
Maybe it’s the surreal silence or the
smell of the veld that means a bush
break is guaranteed to clear your
mind. Using Hazyview as a base, you
can combine trips into the Kruger
National Park with other activities
like quad biking, river rafting, birdwatching and hiking.
Hazyview is 16km from Kruger’s
Numbi Gate and 12km from Phabeni
Gate. Entry is free with a Wild Card
or R35 per person as a day visitor.
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Adventure playground: The Wild Coast in the Eastern Cape is a mixture of craggy cliffs and secluded bays. Photo: SA Tourism
Game drives cost about R230 per
person.
Accommodation
Campsites and dorm rooms at
Bushpackers backpacker lodge cost
from R80 per person per night.
Twin rooms and en-suite “Bamboo
Rooms” are about R350 per room
per night. Tel: 013 737 8140 or visit
www. bushpackers.co.za.
● Wild At Heart
The Wild Coast — Eastern Cape
The Wild Coast is for the adventurous. Stretching from the Umtamvuma River in the north to the Kei
River in the south, the Wild Coast
has more than 200km of coastline,
much of it inaccessible except on
foot or on horseback. It’s a mixture
of craggy cliff faces and secluded
bays backed by green rolling hills
and villages. It’s where you find
small towns like Port St John’s,
Bisho, Coffee Bay, Gonubie and Kei
Mouth (if you are prepared to travel

over neglected, potholed roads).
The coastal towns offer adrenaline-pumping activities like surfing, abseiling, cliff-jumping, coastal
hikes and more. Try a four- to sixday hiking trail, or multi-day horse
ride.
Accommodation
Coffee Shack (Coffee Bay) is a
backpacker’s lodge with camping
and dorms from R50 per person per
night. There are private rooms and
en suite rooms too, for up to R500
a room. Tel: 047 575 2048 or visit
www.coffeeshack.co.za.
Outspan Inn (Port St John’s) has
well-appointed en-suite B&B rooms
and self-catering units, R250 to R385
per person sharing. Tel: 047 564 1057
or visit www.outspanin.co.za.
● A road trip
Kalahari & Karoo - Northern Cape
The average person knows little
about the rich heritage of the Northern Cape, but its fascinating history

and breathtaking surroundings,
provide a great all-round holiday.
The best way to experience this
unique province is on a road trip,
spending a few days in each of its
regions: the Kalahari, the Green
Kalahari, the Diamond Fields, the
Karoo and Namakwa. Some of the
highlights along the way include
the Big Hole in Kimberley, Augrabies Falls National Park, the Flower
Route, the Eye of Kuruman and the
Anglo-Boer War battlefield route.
Accommodation
Greatbatch Guesthouse (Kimberley) has dormitory accommodation from R100 per person per night
and en suite rooms at R750 per room
per night. Tel: 053 832-1113; email:
greatbatch@kimberley.co.za or visit
www.greatbatchguesthouse.co.za.
The camping and caravan sites at
Springbokpan Guest Farm (McCarthys Rest) have electricity and hot
water from R65, and there are ensuite rooms and chalets for about

UPSKILL YOURSELF IN
SCHOOL MANAGEMENT & LEADERSHIP

Edutel Skills Development in collaboration with
the University of Johannesburg
offers you the opportunity to upskill yourself in School Management
and Leadership. This is a Qualification pathway that leads to the

● It’s Arty Time
Clarens — Free State
Known as the “Jewel of the Free
State”, Clarens is an art lover’s
dream. In the foothills of the Maluti
Mountains, Clarens is home to many
well-known artists and has about
20 art galleries. The tranquillity of
this beautiful little town makes it
the perfect place for an affordable
getaway to reignite your creativity. Clarens is close to the Golden
Gate National Park, and about four
hour’s drive from Johannesburg or
Durban.
Accommodation
Try the self-catering mountainview cottages or chalets in a farm
setting at Old Mill Drift Mountain
Resort from R135 to R210 per person per night. Tel: 058 256 1323 or
visit http://oldmilldrift.co.za

Complete & post to:
Edutel, PO Box 8210,
WESTGATE, 1734

Please send me info on the SCHOOL
LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Programme:

NAME:
ADDRESS:

ACE: Education

(School Management and Leadership)

R350 per room per night. Email:
springbokpan@vodamail.co.za or
visit www.springbokpan.co.za.
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POST CODE:
(H):
(W):
CELL:


(011) 760-3668

fax (011) 763-4071

e-mail: edutel@iafrica.com

THE FINANCIAL
SERVICES BOARD
SAVING
South Africa has one of the worst savings rates in the world. According to Equinox,
South Africa only had a gross saving rate of 15.4% of the gross domestic product in
2008. South Africa compares poorly to China with a gross saving rate close to 50%,
India at about 30%, Brazil at around 25% and Australia at 22.5%. Gross savings include
corporate, government and household saving. The picture is far worse when we look at
household saving. According to the Deputy Finance Minister Nhlanhla Nene, the ratio of
household saving to household disposable income remained negative at 0.1% in the first
quarter of 2009. In Ghana, for example, it was found that the average household in the
rural areas saved over 30% of their income (Aryeetey and Udry, 2000). The most recent
Statistics SA survey indicates that only an average of 2% of household spending goes
towards savings and investments. Don’t these shocking statistics support the finding
that only 6% of South Africans are financially independent when they retire? The other
94% are usually dependent on their families, friends and government. Do you want to
be part of that 6%?
What is saving?
Saving means different things to different people. To some, it means putting money in
the bank. To others, it means buying shares or contributing to a pension plan. However,
saving means one thing – spending less than what you earn now in order to have more
in future. Saving is all about discipline and spending less than you earn. It also means
adjusting our lifestyles so that we can accommodate part of our income into a savings
scheme.
Why is it important for us to save?
No matter who you are, saving some money every month is important to stay out of
financial trouble. For a good future, a future of hope, you need to put away some of
the money you earn now – you need to save! For some of us, saving simply makes it
possible to provide our families with shelter, food and other basic needs in times when
we have no income at all. But it is especially important to save for your old age.
Saving can make a lot of things possible, e.g.:
• paying for your child’s education
Example:
Scenario 1:
• buying your own house,
• buying a car,
Scenario 2:
• starting a small business, etc.

Buying a lounge suite
Saving for a year and buying it for the
Cash Price of R6 499.95
Buying it on terms/Hire Purchase
over 36 months R315 X 36 = R11 340
(interest rate of 11% p/a)

What are the different saving terms?
1. Short-term saving – means saving for a few months to a year to buy the things
we want soon ,e.g. buying a lounge suite.
2. Medium-term saving – means saving for a period of between 3 and 5 years for
things we would like in the years ahead, e.g. paying for the education of our children.
3. Long-term saving – means saving for a long time over a period of between 5 and
20 years to prepare for the future. Some types of insurance policies provide a
means for long-term savings.
What are the different ways to save?
1. The savings club (stokvel) method
Savings clubs or stokvels, are also sometimes known as burial societies or lekgotlas.
They are a good way to save money if you live far from the nearest town or bank.
Advantages of savings clubs
• They are familiar and easy to understand.
• You usually know and trust each other.
• You take turns to get the savings, as a lump sum.
• You know when it will be your turn to get the money, so that you can plan/budget
what to spend it on.
• The other club members usually live close by, or meet regularly, so transport is not
a problem
Disadvantages of savings clubs
• Most savings clubs do not have written rules or contracts. They are based on
trusting each other which is not always good enough!
• You have no protection if your money is stolen. There is a risk of other members
not paying (defaulting).
• In some cases interest may not be earned.

Tips: Choose your savings club carefully.
Never give your money to a stranger who promises to start a new savings
scheme.
Save only with people you know and trust.
Ask the banks for information about their services offered to stokvels or savings
clubs and for advice on investing you savings.
2. The bank method
This is a very safe way of saving your money’ for example, a savings account, a 32-day
fixed deposit account and money market accounts. Banks have rules which protect you
and your money from being stolen. Banks also have a duty to help us with information.
You have the right to go into any bank and ask the financial advisor to explain what
services it can offer you, including those offered by other financial institutions.
What are the main services offered by banks?
In the main, banks provide us with the following services:
• they get deposits (savings) from us,
• they do transactions for us, e.g., cash cheques, pay credit and debit card purchases,
etc.
• they lend us money.

Tips on choosing a bank: Choose a reputable bank that can meet you needs.
Choose a bank with friendly, helpful and
knowledgeable staff that are willing to provide you
with accurate information and help you with the right
products and services.

3. Investments
There are many types of investment which build up capital or provide a monthly
income when you retire. Such investments include retirement funds, shares, longterm insurance and fixed property. Whenever you are ready to plan your investment
strategy, one of your first stops may well be your bank. Bank personnel are professionally
trained to provide good advice on different forms of investments. They will also be able
to refer you to a reliable insurance broker, if you do not yet have one.

Investment Tips:
• Don’t invest with just anybody. Choose and evaluate one or several intermediaries/
brokers before you make an investment.
• Check the reputation of the intermediary with the firm and the Financial Services
Board and interview some of the broker’s existing clients to determine his/her
reputation.
• Make sure the broker and the company are registered with the Financial Services
Board.
• Shop around for the best returns before investing your money.
• Do not sign any blank or partially completed application forms – Don’t be
pressurised to sign!
• Avoid cashing in a retirement fund if you change your job – but if you do, transfer the
money to a preservation fund.
What are the different savings options you have with banks and other financial
institutions?
1. Savings account
• You can open a savings account with a bank
• Small amounts can be deposited into the
account
• You earn interest on your money
• You can get your money back immediately
when you need it
• You pay bank charges, but no commission
• You must keep a minimum amount in your
account in order to keep it active
2. Fixed deposits
• You can put your money in a bank as a fixed
deposit
• Small amounts can be saved as a fixed
deposit
• You can choose the period for which you
want to keep your money there
• The period can vary from 1 to 60 months
• Your money is very safe
• You must address a written request to the
bank to get your money back
• You can use your deposit as security to
borrow money from a bank or micro-lender
• You will receive interest on your money
• The interest is fixed and does not fluctuate
with other interest rates
• You pay bank charges, but no commission
3. 32-Day notice accounts
• This account works in the same way as a
fixed account
• If you want to withdraw money, however,
you have to give the bank 32 days notice in
writing
4. Money market funds
• A money market fund is a kind of a collective
investment scheme
• The risk is very low, because you invest in
the money market, not in the capital market
• You can deposit small amounts into this
account each month
• You earn interest on your money, which is
therefore taxable
• You can get money within 24 hours, if you
need it
• It is suitable for older people who need a
monthly income
• Other people can use this for a very short
period, or when interest rates are very high
5. Endowment policy
• You can invest a small monthly amount or a
large lump sum in this policy
• You pay commission to the broker who
helped you to invest
• If you call up your policy within five, years
you pay tax on your money, but after five
years it is tax free
• You can also add life cover to the policy
• If you are short of money, you can stop your
monthly payments temporarily or borrow
against your policy, or offer the policy to the
bank as security for a loan
6. Life policy (long-term insurance)
• Take out a life policy when you are young and
healthy – your monthly payment (premium)
will be much lower, for a large amount of life
cover
• This policy will protect you against many
financial risks
• A life policy can help you pay off debt after
your death
• You pay commission to the broker who
helped you

• You can also borrow against your policy or
cede your policy to a bank in order to secure
a loan
• Immediately take out a life policy when you
buy property or start a business
7. Retirement annuity
• This is an investment for your retirement
• You can invest monthly, yearly or put down a
lump sum
• You cannot use the money before the age of
55
• A portion of your premium is tax deductible
• Your creditors cannot lay claim to this
investment
• You can invest up to the age of 69 and 11
months
• After the age of 55 years, you can withdraw
one-third as a lump sum and two-thirds
must be invested in a compulsory annuity (a
monthly pension)
• You can add life cover and disability to your
annuity
8. Collective investment schemes
• You indirectly invest in shares on the
Securities Exchange (it includes unit trusts,
bonds and money market funds)
• You can invest small amounts, or a larger
lump sum
• You can stop your payments at any time,
cash in your investment when you need it,
or leave it there until later
• You earn dividends or interest on your money
which you could reinvest in order to increase
the value of your investment
9. Shares
• Shares are direct investments on the
Securities Exchange
• There is risk involved
• There is no guarantee that you will get the
full value of your money back
• You buy a right to the profit of a company
which pays you dividends
10. Off-shore investments
• You can invest in all these types of savings
and investment products overseas too
• Ask your broker to help you
• You will have to fill in forms from the Reserve
Bank
• Because of the low value of the Rand, your
investment will be worth much less in a
foreign country
• Be aware of currency fluctuations when
making your investments
11. Fixed property (real estate)
• You can invest in a second property for
income and capital growth
• You can rent it out if you find a suitable tenant
• You will pay tax on the rental income you
receive from your tenant
• You can also invest in shops, office space
and industrial property
12. Stokvels
Suppose five people contributed R100 a month
to the stokvel, in order to receive R500. Every
month a different person receives the R500. Each
person must budget for his/her contribution of
R100 per month. They will receive no interest
on their money, but it disciplines them to
save. NASASA (National Stokvel Association of
South Africa) is the official Body representing
registered stokvel members.
MG0003
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Helping children
deal with grief
Terry Grove

It is normal for a person to react out
of character when grieving. This
should be accepted and the person
affirmed; only in cases when the
behaviour is extreme is there cause
for concern. This may vary, depending on the age of the child and his or
her life experiences.

The loss of a loved one is a confusing and distressing experience for
children. A child’s response to such
an event is often overlooked and
underestimated. Children are often
the “silent, invisible or forgotten
mourners” when there is a death in
the family.

Helping children manage
bereavement:

What can teachers do?

Preschoolers: the child should be
told about death in a gentle way.
Little ones have difficulty understanding time and the permanence
of death, so the adult must be prepared to answer the same questions about death again and again.
Often a child’s temper tantrums and
incomprehension are because small
children do not have the words to
describe their feelings. It could help
to get them to express their feelings
through play.
Grades one to three: this age

Because a child spends a large
amount of his or her time at school,
the school setting provides a crucial
opportunity to address the question
of grief. This does not mean ignoring the situation or treating the
child differently, but rather that the
educator, as well as the child’s peers,
should be informed (with the child’s
consent) of the situation.

What should the teacher
be aware of?

Losing a loved one

How children react to a death in the family
Possible changes in behaviour

group has a better understanding of
time and the permanence of things.
Sometimes these children experience guilt and often need regular
reassurance that a death was not
their fault. They will ask many questions challenging inconsistencies in
adults’ explanations about death.
This is their way of making sense
of the experience and it creates an
opportunity for an adult to gauge
what the child is feeling.
Grades four to seven: prepubescent children have a better understanding of the permanence of
death. They often feel anxious about
death. Their feelings may oscillate between feeling angry and sad.
Sometimes they also experience
physical symptoms of fatigue. They
often attempt to isolate themselves
socially. Talking about their experiences helps.
Adolescents: under normal circumstances adolescence is a difficult

Incidents of loss
When tragedy strikes, teachers
are often faced with learners
who need their to support
to work through the loss of
family and friends. Some of the
incidents that affected schools
this year include:
January 23
Seven-year-old and grade one
learner Akaona Mbhense of
Bisley Park Primary School in
Pietermaritzurg, KwaZulu-Natal,
drown while receiving swimming
lessons with other learners at the
school’s swimming pool.
February 20
A 15 year-old learner at
Mondeor High School dies after
contracting bacterial meningitis
after showing flu-like symptoms.
The learner was in grade nine.
February 27
A 16-year-old learner at

Hoërskool Garsfontein in Tshwane
dies after being knocked over by
a taxi from behind on her way to
school on her scooter.
March 12
A grade 12 learner, Andile Mbeje
of Mariannridge Secondary School
in Mariannhill, KwaZulu-Natal, is
stabbed to death by a fellow learner
after a spat outside the school
premises.
June 3
An Ulundi-based male police officer
kills 13-year-old Busani Vilakazi,
a learner at Gqokamandla High
School for allegedly raping his
daughter.
July 14
Sixteen-year-old Jason Thomas,
a learner at Fairbairn College in
Goodwood, Cape Town, dies while
trying to save his younger brother
from a raging fire that engulfed

their family house.
August 26
Nomzoxolo Dziba, a principal at
Sithembele Matiso High School
in New Crossroads, Eastern
Cape, is shot dead in the head in
her office because of the alleged
internal fighting for posts at the
school.
September 13
Nduduzo Dlamini, a learner at
Scottsville Primary School in
Pietermaritzburg, KwaZuluNatal, hangs himself in an
outbuilding apparently because
he felt one of his teachers hated
and victimised him.
September 19
Emile Page, a grade 11 learner
from the Hoërskool Die Wilgers
in Pretoria, commits suicide. This
was shortly after he was named
the head prefect for 2010 at
the school. — Thabo Mohlala

Mood swings
Clingy behaviour, not wanting the remaining parent to leave
Becoming withdrawn and daydreaming excessively
Psychosomatic symptoms such as illness with no physical cause
Lack of concentration
Poor school work
Overworking
Fatigue
Unending apathy
Extreme and ongoing hostility
Being extremely obedient and
trying to constantly please

The 10 stages of grieving
Denial – it can’t be true
Guilt – what did I do wrong
Fear – am I also going to die, am I going to be abandoned
Anger – I hate God, or whoever caused this to happen
Isolation – I want to be alone
Pining – longing for or missing the person
Confusion – not knowing what to think or feel
Depression – everything is hopeless
Sadness – I’ll never be happy again
Acceptance – being reconciled with the loved one’s death

phase because teenagers’ emotions
are constantly in flux and they often
have to deal with issues of identity and their place in the world. So
when teenagers experiences the loss
of a close relative or friend they are
emotionally very vulnerable. Teachers can play a pivotal role in helping
teenagers heal by being available
and creating opportunities for them
to express their feelings. Teenagers
should be reminded that losing a
loved one, especially a parent, does
not mean the end of their childhood.

Four stages of healing
● Understanding — the child or
youth accepts the fact of the loved
one’s death.
●Mourning — the child or youth
works through the pain.
● Commemorating — there are rituals for special days.
● Moving forward — always
remembering the loved one, life has
meaning and purpose again.
It is important that this process is

Graphic: JOHN McCANN

not rushed.

Practical ways of dealing with bereavement
● Children and young people can
be encouraged to write about their
feelings.
●If they have unresolved issues,
they can write letters and burn
them, allowing them to vent their
anger or apologise.
● Children and young people can
be encouraged to draw pictures
about their feelings.
●Planting a tree as an act of
remembrance.
●Teachers can encourage parents
or caregivers to make a memory
book or box with the child.
Teachers play an important role
in a child’s life. They are significant
role models for children.
When teachers support grieving children, they help the child to
heal.
Terry Grove is the coordinator of
Khululeka in Cape Town

Useful organisations
● Khululeka — grief and loss support for children and young people.
Website: www. khululeka.org
● Compassionate Friends of South Africa.
● The Hospice Association of the Witwatersrand.
● St Luke’s Hospice, Cape Town.
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Best practice in literacy and numeracy

Mastering
the basics

A Western Cape primary school is scoring
high marks in numeracy for its third
graders. Ryan Hoffmann finds out how it
is achieving this

Luzane Nel, a teacher at Bellpark Primary School, listens to learners. The school achieved a 95.54% score
for the 2008 grade three numeracy benchmark tests, earning an award from the Western Cape education
department. Photos: David Harrison
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ou must understand
that our school does
not have access to
any fancy technology, so all our teaching is based on making sure the
learners are mastering the basics,”
says Luzanne Nel, a grade three educator at Bellpark Primary School in
Cape Town.
This strategy has worked well for
the school, which is in Cape Town’s
northern suburb of Bellville. It
has been honoured for continuous
excellence in numeracy at grade
three level.
The school achieved 98% in the
first year of benchmark tests in 2002
and in 2008 managed 95.54%, earning an award from the Western Cape
education department.
The most recent results were
based on tests measuring the competency levels of grade three learners in both numeracy and literacy
conducted at just more than 1 000
schools in the province during the
latter part of 2008.
The department tested 74 119
grade three learners at 1 066 primary schools last year. The diagnostic tests formed part of the
department’s literacy and numeracy
strategy, which has been gauging
the standard of learners since 2002,
alternating between grades three
and six each year.
“We are very proud of our achievements, but it must be said that we
work very, very hard to maintain
these high standards,” says Nel,
one of four grade three teachers at
the school, which serves close to
900 learners.
The first step for Nel and her colleagues at the beginning of each
year is to review the progress file of
each learner. This gives the teachers a sense of how the learners performed in previous years.
“This allows us to gauge exactly
how we can structure our consolidation of the previous grade’s work
and also gain an idea of where the

BELLPARK PRIMARY SCHOOL

At the beginning of the year, teachers review the progress file of each
learner then organise the learners into ability groups.

children are.
“The next step is to organise the
learners into ability groups. I try to
group the learners into three categories in my class: those who are
advanced, those who are on par with
the curriculum and the learners who
struggle a bit,” says Nel.
Nel, who has been teaching for
23 years, says the aim of this is to
make sure that all the children learn
at a pace that is comfortable for

them, ensuring also that no child
falls behind.
“By arranging the learners into
groups, we are able to offer them
more individual attention so they
can stay up to speed,” says Nel.
“At the same time we can get more
done in the classroom. For example,
when we have one group on the mat,
doing work with concrete objects,
the others will be at their desks
doing worksheets.”
The teachers believe that repetition,
whether it be of multiplication tables or
number bonding, is a reliable method
to ensure that the learners understand
what is being taught before they move
on to more cognitive aspects of the curriculum, such as problem solving, in
the form, for instance, of multiplication or fractions.

“A key part of our approach is
also to do ‘concrete’ work with the
learners. We find that by introducing items into the class that they
can feel, such as counting sticks or
wooden blocks, they are more receptive and understand the concepts
more easily,” says Nel.
This was echoed by Sunette du
Plessis, the head of department for
the foundation phase.
“We have also enjoyed great success using such apparatus as dice
and flashcards in the classroom,
as this adds a bit of fun and, more
importantly, a practical use for the
day-to-day stuff,” says Du Plessis.
As the head of department Du
Plessis is responsible for ensuring
there is continuity throughout the
foundation phase. She believes this
contributes to the school’s success.
“We work together on planning to
ensure that each learner has a solid
grasp of all learning areas before the
learner moves on to the next grade
— and this shows in our results,”

says Du Plessis.
“If a child cannot work with
number concepts dealing with one
to 10, it will be impossible for the
child to deal with more advanced
areas, so it is really a team effort.”
The foundation-phase educators
also have regular meetings to plan
their lessons to ensure that no time
is wasted in class.
Says Du Plessis: “Thorough planning is essential. All the teachers
are encouraged to plan their lessons
extensively the day before class so that
they know exactly what is expected of
them and of the learners.”
● This series is brought to you by
the the Western Cape education
department

“We find that by
introducing items
into the class that
they can feel, such
as counting sticks or
wooden blocks, they
are more receptive
and understand the
concepts
more easily”

Lessons from the Cape

How an award-winning Bellville school gets results
Drill the basics
Once the learners know the basic
aspects of the work and are able to
master them, the rest becomes easy

Discipline is essential
If the learners are in a disciplined
environment they will be better able
to understand the work

Plan your lessons thoroughly
Know exactly what you want to impart
to the learners during each lesson.
You’ll find that it helps both you and the
learners if your lessons are well prepared
Graphic: JOHN McCANN Research: RYAN HOFFMANN
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Newspaper picks up
where govt leaves off
Peter Luhanga

T

he state cannot be
relied upon to deliver
the required quality of
education and civil society needs to pick up the

slack.
This was the opinion of University
of the Western Cape (UWC) vicechancellor, Brian O’Connell, in his
keynote address at the launch of
ArroWords, a new educational newspaper containing simplified lessons
for grades eight and nine learners,
which, he said, was an example of
what was required by civil society to
improve the quality of education in
South Africa.
Speaking at the Centre for the
Book in Cape Town in November,
O’Connell praised the newspaper,
which focuses on support in nine
learning areas, namely: English,
mathematics; Afrikaans; technology; Xhosa; science; geography;
economic and management science;
and life orientation.
The newspaper is a new innovative project spearheaded by a group
of Western Cape secondary school

teachers, aimed at making the
delivery of lessons easier for teachers overloaded with administrative
and other duties and to improve the
performance of learners, especially
those struggling with the outcomesbased education (OBE) curriculum.
Funded by the Rosalux Foundation to the tune of R6.5-million a
year for five years, 100 000 copies
will be distributed to 240 schools in
the Western Cape every month.
It is this sort of initiative that will
help deliver the quality education
we desire, said O’Connell to the
about 200 people who attended the
launch.
In his speech, The betrayal of
Soweto, O’Connell said after “decolonisation” in 1994, the “vibrant civic
structures” built up during the struggle years simply fell apart and were
replaced by an expectation that the
new Constitution and government
would deliver everything required,
including quality education.
When education remained mired
in mediocrity, it was hoped that
OBE would come to the rescue.
He said that while, in the field
of education, things had not gone

well in the past 15 years, he believed
quality education could be provided
within 10 years, provided two solutions are introduced with immediate effect: “The application of
technology in education; and the
resurgence of support for NGOs and
NPOs such as ArroWords.”
A teacher at Oval North High
School in Mitchells Plain, Ursula
Joubert, said ArroWords reduced
her workload and helped her to
teach effectively.
Joubert, who has been teaching
Afrikaans for 20 years, said Xhosaspeaking learners are lost when it
comes to learning Afrikaans as a
third language, but ArroWords’ lessons contain illustrations enabling
learners to to understand the material through visual aids.
“ArroWords is the way to go,”
she said.
ArroWords coordinator Faldila
Smith said a pilot 24-page issue,
containing lessons prepared by
expert contributors, was handed to
learners in grades eight and nine
and their teachers at seven pilot
project schools.
She said 61 teachers used the pre-

A new Western Cape educational newspaper, ArroWords, contains
simplified lessons for grades eight and nine learners and is being used
to make the delivery of lessons easier for teachers
pared ArroWords lessons to teach
more than 1 000 learners during a
period of two full schooldays.
She said the results were “very
encouraging indeed” and showed
that ArroWords was highly valued
by both learners and teachers.
“In view of the ArroWords pilot

study results I believe the project,
albeit in a small way, can fulfil many
of the needs of learners and teachers
at grades eight and nine level,” she
said. — West Cape News
For more information about the
project, email dila001@telkomsa.net

Where indigenous plants meet technology
ers] to think outside the box and they
were more creative and critical in
their thinking during the process,”
said Sekese.
The project also led to the learners
establishing a botanical garden at the
school, consisting entirely of indigenous plants, thus contributing to conservation. The school is also looking at
ways that the project can be adapted to
other subjects.
“It was a learning experience for all
of us, including myself, and with the
help of the School Technology Innovation Centre in Maseru, we are hoping
to expand the programme to other
subjects,” said Sekese.
Five South African teachers participated in the forum. They were
Cheryl Douglas of Bishops High in
Cape Town, Frans Kalp from Ligbron

Academy of Technology in Ermelo in
Mpumalanga, Fiona Beal of Fish Hoek
Primary in the Western Cape, Rae
Gagiano of Eunice High School in Bloemfontein in the Free State and Nicci
Hayes of Victoria Girls’ High School in
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Grahamstown in the Eastern Cape.
For more information on the Innovative Teachers Forum Awards see page
19 or phone Faldila Smith on
073 752 7946
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A teacher in rural Lesotho has won
international plaudits for her project
which uses information and communication technologies (ICT) to educate
learners and the community about
indigenous plants.
Moliehi Sekese, from Mamoeketsi
Primary School 15km outside Maseru,
scooped the educator’s choice award
at the 2009 Worldwide Innovative
Teacher Forum Awards at the worldwide Innovative Education Forum in
Brazil in November.
Sekese’s project uses ICT to catalogue indigenous plants, listing their
uses and location, and this information
is distributed to neighbouring schools
and local residents.
“The project started with a classroom

discussion about indigenous plants,
but we had to find some way to make
it more accessible to the learners,” said
Sekese, a science teacher with a passion for conservation.
The learners were encouraged to
gather information and send it to
Sekese via SMS, so that they could
discuss it in class the following day.
“This stimulated the learners’ interest and we then went out to photograph the plants we had discussed to
create a database, which we used to
set up a blog and create PowerPoint
presentations and flyers that could be
shared with other schools.”
Sekese says that technology such as
computers and digital cameras are still
a novelty to many of her learners and as
such they were “keen to get involved”.
“It encouraged them [the learn-
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Biodiversitythe variety of life

T

he United Nations proclaimed 2010 as the International
Year of Biodiversity. People all over the world will be
celebrating the importance of biological diversity to the
well-being of humans.

which can also be collected, is known as traditional or indigenous
knowledge (IK). For example, local healers often use (medicinal)
plants in their treatments, and know where to find the plants
and how to use them.

Biodiversity (bio=life and diversity=variety) refers to all living
things found on Earth, including plants, animals, insects, marine
life and microbes. We make use of this biodiversity everyday. It
provides us with the resources we need, including the food that
we eat, the clothes we wear, the medicines we take, the houses
we live in, and many other manufacturing processes.

However, not just anyone can go and collect plants and animals
from the wild, especially if they are going to use them to
make lots of money. They need to obtain permission first from
the owners and agree to share the profits with them ahead
of time. When biodiversity or related knowledge is collected
without permission from the owners of these resources and
then patented (i.e. exclusive rights to make money from their
discovery or invention), it is known as biopiracy.

Just as we need air and water to live, we also need biodiversity
to survive. Between 8500-5500 B.C. people began to settle in
places where there was water and to raise animals and plants
for food. In the 12 000 years since then, plants and animals
have become adapted and refined so they work better for us.

Loss of diversity
Although biodiversity and the different types of diversity provide
us with the resources we need to live, we are not using these
resources sustainably

Photo: CSIR

to teosinte, modern maize has much larger, exposed seeds which
do not fall off the plant when they ripen – enabling them to be
harvested all at the same time. Although modern maize and
teosinte look very different (phenotype), their genetic recipes
(genotypes) are almost identical.
Similarly, animals such as cows have been selected to produce
more meat, milk and leather – resulting in popular cattle breeds
raised today such as the Aberdeen-Angus and Jersey breeds.
This process of adapting plants and animals for human use is
called domestication.

In South Africa, the best known example of successful
bioprospecting is species of Hoodia, a succulent plant
indigenous to southern Africa. Scientists at the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), based on the San’s
traditional knowledge, have extracted a substance from
Hoodia which suppresses appetite. This is the first natural food
ingredient that can be used for weight management based on a
plant originating from Africa. The scientists and the indigenous
San people have agreed to share the money made from the
commercialisation of the product – because the San people
knew how to use the plant, and the scientists have refined
the active ingredient of the plant making it easier to use and
more effective. This type of work takes many years – research
on Hoodia started in 1963 and it is still being developed and
should be available in a few years. It takes so long because it
has to be thoroughly tested and approved before humans are
allowed to take it.

Bananas

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tomatoes: South America
Banana: Southeast Asia
Potatoes: South America (Peru & Bolivia)
Yams: West Africa
Rice: Africa and India
Maize: South America
Onions: Central Asia
Beans: Mexico
Carrots: Afghanistan

Using biodiversity
Even today, we are continuing to explore the world to find
new living things that we can use. Bioprospecting, which is
also known as biodiversity prospecting, is the exploration
of biological material for commercially valuable genetic and
biochemical properties. Small samples of natural resources are
collected for their potential value to industry, particularly for the
pharmaceutical (“medicine makers”).
There are many diseases worldwide that need new drug
treatments, such as cancer, HIV/AIDS, TB, and malaria. Local
communities close to where the biodiversity is found may have
specialised knowledge on how it is used, and this knowledge,
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Biodiversity is a renewable resource – meaning that it can
grow and replace itself if the habitat remains the same and
there are enough to reproduce. Despite this, human impact is
continuing to decimate biodiversity, causing whole ecosystems
and species to be destroyed, and the precious diversity within
species to be reduced. Losing this diversity means we are losing
the ability to adapt to changes, such as new diseases and pests
or environmental conditions such as increased temperatures or
droughts. Pollution, over-fishing, HIV/AIDS, climate change,
building construction, urbanisation, intensive agriculture and
forestry, and war are some examples of how we are destroying
our environment.
With almost one third of the world’s land area being used
for agriculture and the intense pressure to feed the growing
world population from the available agricultural land, intensive
agriculture is the single largest cause of habitat loss. In addition,
crops that have been specifically adapted to certain habitats
and production methods are used by farmers in large numbers,
causing the biodiversity to become very uniform and narrow.
Today, only about 15 plant species and eight animal species
supply 90% of our food and about 60% of our calories come
from just three foods (rice, wheat and maize). In the past 100
years, as much as 75% of the genetic diversity of agricultural
crops may have been lost.
Conservation
Ironically, since the process we use to improve and adapt
biodiversity for our use (i.e. intensive agriculture) usually causes
diversity to be lost, we need to ensure that this diversity is
preserved somehow. This may be needed in the future to fight
new diseases and environmental conditions.

Today, domestication of plants and animals still happens, and
although farmers are still involved, specialist plant and animal
breeders have refined the process further. New technology has
also developed new ways of changing the genetic makeup of
plants and animals to make them better suited to their specific
needs and environmental conditions, such as genetically
modified foods.
Where did our crops originate?
Crop plants that are eaten today across the world originate from
different places, usually where they were first domesticated
through farming. They were spread by the wind and waves,
caught in the fur of animals or carried by people journeying to
other countries, such as the early explorers.

Genetic diversity: There are big differences between members
of the same species due to a variation in the genes, e.g. humans
are all the same species but are all “different” according to their
specific genetic “recipe”. Just as there are differences between
people there are differences within other species.

Hoodia

As man started to eat the plants that grew close by (usually
weeds), he would choose and grow those that he liked or those
that worked best – by saving seeds to grow the following year.
In this way, he selected specific plants that best suited the
environment. By doing this for hundreds of years, the plants have
changed significantly. For example, maize, (which is actually a
grass) which we use and eat as pap, mealies, popcorn, or as flour
to make bread, originated from a grass called teosinte, which
can still be found today in south western Mexico. In comparison

Source:
www.nsf.gov

Species Diversity: Animals, plants and other living things that
are similar and share common characteristics and can breed
with each other are classified as a species, e.g. the human
species. The variety of species within an area is measured by
how many different species there are or by how closely related
they are in a specific habitat. There are thought to be about 100
million species of living things in the world. South Africa is one
of the world’s most biologically diverse countries with more than
23 000 plant species (more than 8% of the world’s total).

• Bananas are thought to be the first fruit eaten by humans,
and originate in Southeast Asia.
• Bananas are not trees – they are actually one of the largest
herbs in the world.
• Banana is the 4th most important crop in developing
countries (after rice, wheat and maize).
• Bananas are cooked and eaten as a vegetable in many
parts of the world.
• Bananas are one of the richest sources of vitamin B6,
which keeps your brain working well and carbohydrates,
phosphorus, calcium, potassium and vitamin C.
• Bananas keep ripening after they’re picked, which is why
they turn from green to yellow.
• Bananas were named after the Arab word for finger, “bana”
and a bunch of bananas is called a “hand”.
• Other parts of the banana plant are also used, including the
leaves to roof houses, as umbrellas, and as dinner plates.
Banana fibres are used in textiles, book binding, making
hats and fishing nets.
Types of diversity
Biodiversity can be divided into three types of diversity:
Ecosystem or environment diversity: The diversity of
environments which are made up of the habitats that plants
and animals call home, e.g. forests, mountains, deserts, and
oceans.

To help conserve this diversity, genebanks have been set up
all over the world to store the seeds and plants containing this
diversity. Genebanks are an example of ex situ collections,
meaning that they are “off site”, away from the natural
environments in which they grow – a type of insurance policy in
case the diversity is lost in nature. The genebanks also provide
diversity for plant breeders to use to make better crops.
Careers related to biodiversity
It is likely that there will always be jobs related to biodiversity,
as we use it in every aspect of our daily lives. There are many
different types of related jobs and you can either choose a
career that involves conserving biodiversity, such as a plant
collector or conservation biologist, or you can choose a career
that involves studying and using biodiversity, such as a plant
breeder or molecular plant biologist.
• Plant collectors collect plants from different places both
within South Africa and in other countries, so you need to be
adventurous and keen to explore the outdoors.
• Conservation biologists study animals that are in danger of
becoming extinct to see why this is happening and the impact
it may have.
• Plant breeders and molecular biologists develop new types
of plants, and usually specialise in one type of plant – and
jobs both require lots of patience and the ability to work
systematically with an eye for detail.
Biology, physical science and maths are important school
subjects for all these types of jobs. There are lots of related
careers in this field, and jobs are available in research institutes,
universities, private companies, zoos and botanical gardens.

